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The purpose of this study is to review the current literatures on breast cancer (BC) in the Arctic, especially the

trends in incidence during the last decades and the possible explanations. The design of this study is a

literature review. The scientific literature concerning BC were reviewed, especially focusing on the Arctic and

the special conditions that exist in this region. Breast cancer incidence is increasing all over the world,

including in the Arctic. The enormous transition in health conditions and lifestyle in the Arctic might be

contributing to the known risk factors. In Greenland, the age at menarche has diminished by 3 years during

the course of 100 years, and the number of children per women as well as the duration of breastfeeding is

decreasing. Obesity and intake of saturated fat is increasing and the intake of traditional food rich in

unsaturated fat and vitamin D decreasing. Smoking and alcohol consumption in the Arctic has been relatively

high but is now decreasing. More focus on genetic susceptibility in relation to BC has identified the specific

BRCA1 founder mutation in the Greenlandic population, which might appear to be an important risk factor.

However, the known established risk factors alone cannot account for the increasing trend observed. Studies

suggest that environmental contaminants such as persistent organic pollutants (POPs) including perfluori-

nated compounds increase the risk of BC possibly in conjunction with certain genetic polymorphisms

involved in carcinogen activation. The lipophilic POPs such as polychlorinated biphenyls and organochlorine

pesticides are found at very high levels in the Arctic population. Several factors can explain the increasing

incidence of BC in the Arctic. The transition in lifestyle and health conditions unfortunately increases the

known risk factors of BC. Moreover, the population of the Arctic might show up to be especially vulnerable

because of the contemporary high burden of POPs and genetic susceptibility.
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B
reast cancer (BC) has been a rare disease in the

Arctic until approximately 50 years ago (1). Over a

25-year period between 1950 and 1974, only 57

cases of BCs were diagnosed in Greenland (2). However,

in recent decades we have witnessed a considerable

increase in the incidence. Although still lower, the in-

cidence is now approaching incidences recorded in

Western populations (3), and today about 12�15 women

are diagnosed every year in Greenland (4). From 1988 to

1997, the age-adjusted incidence rate (world-standard)

for women in Greenland was reported as 46.4 per 100,000

(3). For comparison, the age-adjusted (world-standard)

incidence in the USA is 124 per 100,000 women based

on numbers from 2001 to 2008 (5) and in Denmark

approximately 100 per 100,000 women in 2010 (6).

Different factors might affect this increase in BC

incidence. Underreporting in the past, diagnostic im-

provements and more focus on the disease might

contribute to the increase in incidence of BC, but would

be expected to affect the incidence in all age groups,

whereas the increase seems to be most pronounced in

postmenopausal women (7) as in Western countries.

The incidence of BC is increasing in almost all

countries. The differences that still exist between different

ethnic groups (8) might be explained by differences in

reproductive and hormonal factors, genetic background,

lifestyle and environmental exposures. Changes in repro-

ductive behaviour have been pronounced in the Arctic

over the last decades. The birth rate in Inuit populations

has been steadily decreasing, especially in Greenland (9)

and Arctic Canada (7), and the duration of breastfeeding

has been decreasing (10). Both factors are known to

increase the risk of BC.

Genetic inheritance plays a major role in BC risk.

Approximately 8�10% of all BCs are inherited, mainly by

mutations in BRCA1 and/or BRCA2. These mutations
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occur all over the world and in Greenland a specific

founder mutation has been identified. Recent studies have

shown a high frequency of this BRCA1 founder muta-

tion, especially at the East coast of Greenland with the

highest population frequency of a BRCA1 mutation ever

described (11,12). These findings suggest that genetics is a

potential risk factor associated to the risk of developing

BC in Inuit women in certain parts of Greenland.

Increased risk of BC has also been associated with height,

obesity after the menopause and large weight gains after

the age of 18 years (3). An array of studies have

supported the hypothesis that exposure to environmental

contaminants can contribute to the risk of BC, and that

this exposure risk is further increased with certain genetic

polymorphisms.

This review aims to evaluate and review the present

literature on BC in the Arctic, and draw a steady-state

conclusion about trends in incidence and possible ex-

planations. The papers used for this review were found

by using different online libraries, especially PubMed.

Moreover, we have visited several homepages describing

statistics on the subject. The literature though is very

sparse concerning BC in the Arctic. The focus is

primarily on Greenland because the statistics is best

described in this region (9).

Epidemiology
Breast cancer is the most common cancer for women in

the Western world, and the incidence has been increasing

since 1940 (13). The highest incidence rates are observed

in North America, and the lowest risk is found in Asia

and Africa (14). BC is also the most common cancer in

females in Europe, with the highest incidence in The

Netherlands, Switzerland and Denmark and lowest in the

eastern part of Europe (15) (Fig. 1).

From very few cases an extraordinary increase in BC

is observed in the Inuit population of Greenland and

Canada (2,7). A study on the incidence of BC among

American Indians (AI), Alaska Natives (AN) and women

in the USA from 1999 through 2004 reported that BC

rates in general were lower among AI and AN than

among the US non-Hispanic whites (NHWs). However,

in Alaska, the BC incidence rate (134.8)1 for AI and AN

women was nearly identical to the rate for NHW women

in Alaska (136.5)2 (16). It could be speculated whether

the Alaskan Natives have a higher BC risk because of

their genetic background or exposure to environmental

factors together with factors associated to their lifestyle.

During the 1970s, the cancer pattern among Inuit was

characterised by high frequencies of carcinomas of the

nasopharynx, salivary glands and esophagus, and low

frequencies of tumours common in Western countries (7).

Now, the traditional cancer types in the Arctic are

decreasing, whereas the cancers common for the Western

world such as lung cancer and BC are increasing in

the Arctic. Thus, the distribution of cancer types in

Greenland has changed during the last decade (3,4).

As shown in Fig. 2, an increase in BC cases in the

period 1994�2008 with a yearly increase of 0.60 was

found in Greenland. Moreover, the latest data from

Greenland Statistics report that BC as a cause of death

is increasing, despite the fact that treatment is improving

(Fig. 3) (9).

However, the BC incidence in Greenland is still low

being 13�17% of all cancers, compared to 23�34% in the

Nordic countries during 2000�2008 (17; Table I).

Also among other Arctic populations, the BC inci-

dence is lower compared to the non-Arctic populations

in the same region. In the Canadian population, BC

accounts for more than a quarter (28%) of new cancer

cases in women (18), whereas the number in Arctic

Canada is 17% (1988�2004) (19). In the Arctic Russia,

BC constituted 17.5% (2009) among all cancers in women

(20,21). The age-standardised BC incidence in Russia as a

whole has increased annually by 3.25% from 1994 to 2004

being 38.3 per 100,000 women in 2000 and comprising

19.3% of all new cancers. The highest rates are observed

in Moscow, where BC accounts for 23.9% of all new

cancers (21).

Currently, very few statistical data on the BC incidence

in the Arctic exist. Due to small population sizes, it is

difficult to foresee the evolution of a disease like BC. The

number can fluctuate widely from year to year, and

therefore one can be led to believe that things are moving

in one direction, although it is not. However, viewed over

the last decades, there is no doubt that the incidence of

BC is increasing in the Arctic (22; Fig. 4).

Known BC risk factors
Results from many studies have confirmed that BC is not

a single disease with variable morphologic features and

biomarkers, but rather a group of molecularly distinct

neoplastic disorders (23). Although it is known that

parity is a strong protective factor against the develop-

ment of BC, presently approximately 5�10% of new BCs

are attributable to hereditary syndromes, and other well-

established risk factors accounted for approximately 30%

of cases (23). Thus, the risk of BC is not only influenced

by the reproductive history and the genetic background

but is also thought to be affected by lifestyle factors and

exposure to environmental contaminants.

This section has been divided into the following

subsections: Known established BC risk factors (ad 1 to

ad 5), followed by factors believed to reduce the BC risk

(ad 6 and ad 7) and finally, factors studied and being

discussed as BC risk factors (ad 7 to ad 10).

Factors known to increase the BC risk: 1. early

menarche and late menopause (lifelong exposure to

1134,8/100.000 (Age-adjusted incidence rate (ASIR) per 100.000 persons).
2136,5/100.000 (Age-adjusted incidence rate (ASIR) per 100.000 persons).
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oestrogens); 2. genetic inheritance in mutations in the

BRCA-1 and BRCA-2 genes and other genetic poly-

morphisms relevant for BC risk; 3. obesity after meno-

pause and high intake of fat; 4. alcohol; and to a less

extent, 5. smoking.

Factors believed to reduce the BC risk: 6. low age at first

birth and large number of full-term pregnancies; 7. long

duration of breastfeeding and physical activity (see

also ad 3).

Factors studied and discussed as BC risk factors:

8. women’s birth weight; 9. vitamin D level; 10. exposure

to environmental contaminants.

Ad 1: menarche and menopause
Breast cancer risk is related to several reproductive

factors. Specifically, risk increases with early age at

menarche (24) and late age at menopause (25), meaning

many menstrual cycles. These associations are consistent

with the hypothesis that BC risk is related to the total

extent of breast mitotic activities, driven by oestrogen and

progesterone exposure during the luteal phase of the

menstrual cycle, which will determine the probability of

tumourigenic somatic events (26). Thus, early age at

menarche increases the period during which the breast

is mitotically active, particularly the period before first

full-term pregnancy during which breast cells undergo

differentiation.

The incidence of breast cancer increases rapidly during

the reproductive years and then it slows down after about

age 50 years, the average age at menopause (27), and it

seems that the association with age is explicable in terms

of the marked reduction in steroid hormones leading up

to the menopause (26). A study tried to mimic this by

exposing rhesus monkeys in captivity to a variety of

synthetic oral contraceptive steroids. The exposure re-

sulted in a variety of proliferative changes including

atypical hyperplasia and carcinoma in the mammary duct

system (28).

Today, menarche in Greenlandic women appears

3 years earlier than 100 years ago, and the menarcheal

age is now 3 months lower than in Denmark (29). A study

from 2008 on European and Inuit women suggests

that it is unlikely that exposure to polychlorinated
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Fig. 1. Age-standardised BC incidence rates (ASIR) per 100,000 women by country in Europe 1995. Adapted from (15).

Fig. 2. Increase in breast cancer incidence in the period 1994�
2008. The number of cases per year was adjusted as a ratio to

the population size (no/population) and then multiplied with

100,000. The diagram and trend was performed using the MS

Excel programme (9). GRL: Greenland.
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biphenyls (PCBs) and Dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene

(DDE), is a main cause of menstrual disturbances.

Disparities in the relation between organochlorine

exposure and menstrual cycle were observed between

countries, suggesting that genetic differences and/or diet-

ary factors may be involved (30). To our knowledge, no

publications on the menopausal age among Inuit are

published to date.

Ad 2: genetic susceptibility
BRCA1 and BRCA2 are tumour suppressor genes that

are involved in repairing the mutated and damaged DNA

and/or lead the cell into a programmed cell death

(apoptosis) if the DNA is not repaired. If the BRCA1

and BRCA2 genes themselves are mutated/damaged,

the function of the genes might be disrupted, and if the

damaged DNA in other genes is not repaired properly

the risks of breast (and ovarian) cancer are increased.

Approximately 8�10% of all BCs are inherited, mainly by

mutations in BRCA1 and/or BRCA2 (31).

BRCA1 founder mutations
Most mutations in BRCA1 are uniquely occurring

mutations, but a specific founder mutation in Green-

landic Inuit has been found and described in two different

studies (11,12). Founder mutations appear in the DNA of

one or more individuals who are founders of a distinct

population. They initiate with changes that occur in the

DNA and can be passed to coming generations.

In one of the two studies it is described that 13 families

exhibited a BRCA1 exon 3 nucleotide 234 T�G muta-

tion (pCys39Gly), which is not previously reported in the

BC information core database and thus only demon-

strated in the Inuit population. All 13 families shared a

4.5-Mb genomic fragment containing the BRCA1 gene,

showing that the mutation originates from a founder

(11). In the other study, 2,869 persons from Greenland

were screened for the presence of a BRCA1 mutation

(p.Cys39Gly). The overall carrier frequency was 1.6% in

the general population, but the frequency differed

geographically from 0.6% at the West coast to 9.7% in

the previously isolated population at the East coast. This

is the highest population frequency of a BRCA1 mutation

ever described (12).

Recently, we studied the BC risk in Greenlandic Inuit

and found that BC cases compared with their controls

had a higher frequency of the Greenlandic BRCA-1

founder mutation; however, the BRCA-1 mutation alone

could not at all explain the frequency of BC cases (32).

Gene polymorphisms in other genes related to BC risk
Genetic polymorphism and BC risk have been extensively

analysed, and differences in genotype frequencies be-

tween cases and controls have been reported (33�35).

Polymorphism in the genes involved in the mainte-

nance of the endogenous hormonal balance such as

oestrogen biosynthesis (e.g. CYP17 and CYP19) and

oestrogen metabolism (e.g. CYP1A1, CYP1A2, CYP1B1

and catechol-O-methyltransferase) may affect the synthe-

sis and degradation of oestrogens and consequently have

possible adverse health effects.

There are several publications on the association

between CYP17 and/or CYP19 polymorphisms, and BC

risk and some controversial data are reported (36,37).

Several factors might explain the controversial data

including interactions between different gene polymor-

phisms, interactions with other known BC risk factors,

a general different genetic background and different

susceptibility of geographical/ethnic groups to, for ex-

ample, exposure to environmental contaminants. Data

show differences in these polymorphisms between Asians

and Caucasians (35,38), and we have data showing

that it also applies to Greenlandic Inuit vs. European
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Fig. 3. Number of deaths in Greenland due to breast cancer, 2010. Adapted from (9).
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Caucasian (Ghisari, Long, Bonefeld-Jorgensen, manu-

script submitted).

The CYP1A1, 1A2, 1B1 genes are also involved in the

P450 phase I metabolism of a wide range of environ-

mental pollutants. The phase I P450-associated enzymes

catalyse the oxidative conversion of lipophilic xenobiotics

via phase II enzymes into entities, which are more water

soluble and thus can be readily detoxified and excreted.

However, an imbalance between the phase I and phase II

metabolism can increase the level of reactive radicals,

increasing the risk of oxidative stress and carcinogenic

processes. High chemical exposure and/or genetic poly-

morphisms can increase the risk of oxidative cellular

stress and thus carcinogenicity (39).

Studies have reported an association between PCB

concentrations and CYP1A1 gene polymorphism in

women BC (34); and an association between the

CYP1B1 val/leu polymorphism and BC risk (40) has

been suggested. A huge meta-analysis on data from 26

studies did not support any association of the CYP1B1

val432leu polymorphism with BC risk (41). However,

recently it has been suggested that race-specific associa-

tions between CYP 1B1 Val432Leu polymorphism and

BC risk may exist (42).These controversial reported data

call for more studies on CYP1B1 polymorphism com-

bined with other gene polymorphisms and potential BC

risks vs. exposure to persistent organic pollutants (POPs).

We have compared the frequency of the CYP1A1

and 1B1 polymorphism between Greenlandic Inuit

and Europeans and found significant differences (manu-

script submitted). Future studies might elucidate whether

these genetic polymorphisms affect the risk of BC in Inuit.

Ad 3: obesity, diet and physical activity
The transition in the societies of Inuit includes lower

levels of physical activity and a significant change in diet

(3). The traditional Inuit diet is rich in unsaturated fatty

acids (uFAs) from fish and marine mammals such as seal

and whale. These uFAs are suggested to have a protective

effect against the development of BC (43). In the Arctic,

fruits and vegetables have never been a big part of the

diet, and in the recent years the Inuit have changed their

diet to include more saturated fat (sFA). Furthermore,

the Inuit have become less physically active over the

last decades (3). This transition is very unfortunate and

Table I. Number of breast cancers and percentage of all cancers

in the Nordic countries

Total number

of cancersa

Number of

breast cancers

Per cent

of total

Denmark

2000�2004 5,162 1,426 28

2008 5,785 1,720 30

Faroe Islandb

2000�2004 3,027 897 30

2003�2007 3,110 812 26

Greenlandb

2000�2004 3,100 515 17

2002�2006 3,286 442 13

2004�2008 3,404 531 16

Finland

2000�2004 4,297 1,352 31

2005 4,449 1,505 34

2007 4,617 1,535 33

Icelandb

2000�2004 3,945 1,108 28

2004�2008 4,082 1,238 30

Norway

2000�2004 4,666 1,163 25

2005 4,978 1,198 24

2008 5,070 1,151 23

Sweden

2000�2004 4,530 1,365 30

2005 5,602 1,529 27

2008 5,718 1,575 28

Source: Adapted from (17). http://www-dep.iarc.fr/NORDCAN/

DK/frame.asp
aThe total covers all cancers diagnosed according to the ICD-10

criteria, chapter C, except C44 and C46.0 (including D09.0, D32,
D33, D41.4, D42 and D43).
bBased on 5-year average.
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has contributed to increasing problems with lifestyle-

associated diseases such as obesity that is increasing in

Inuit population, especially among women (7,44).

Obesity is known to be of importance in the risk of BC.

Oestrogen, which is also produced by the adipose tissue,

is held responsible for the elevated risk of BC in obese

menopausal women (45). Moreover, the adipose tissue

also secretes hormones and adipokines such as leptin and

IGF-I, and these substances can also contribute to an

increased BC risk in obese women (45). In contrast, there

is a decreased risk of BC among overweight premeno-

pausal women (46). The mechanisms underlying this

association are not well understood.

A very-low-fat, high-fibre diet combined with daily

exercise results in reduced serum oestradiol and also

major reductions in known BC risk factors such as

obesity (47). The in vitro serum changes observed in the

women was demonstrated in vivo to slow the growth and

induced apoptosis in serum-stimulated BC cell lines (47).

A high intake of foods rich in fat and animal protein and

a large body weight are factors that increase the risk

of BC (48). It has been speculated that high fat intake

in childhood and puberty further increases the risk of

BC (49).

Exercise decreases the risk of BC (50) both in younger

(51) and older women. A study found a 14% decreased

risk among postmenopausal women with high physical

activity compared with women with low physical activity,

being most evident for ER-positive and PR-negative

tumours (52). Recently another study concluded that

strenuous but not moderate physical activity at age 12

was inversely associated with premenopausal and post-

menopausal BC risk for nearly all subtypes, and that

moderate physical activity in the previous 5 years was

significantly associated with a decrease in risk for

postmenopausal BC, however, for ER- and PR-positive

tumours only (53). Inverse relation between physical

activity and BC is found both among white (including

Hispanics), black (54) and Japanese women (55).

In summary, BC risk seems to be influenced by diet,

obesity and exercise. Noteworthy, the increase in BC

incidence in Inuit populations is parallel with the

increasing prevalence of obesity and type-2 diabetes and

lower level of physical activity (7,50).

Ad 4: alcohol intake
The correlation between alcohol and BC has been

discussed widely over the last many years, but many

studies conclude that the evidence on the associa-

tion between alcohol drinking and BC risk remains

controversial (56).

As with many of the other risk factors, evidence sug-

gests that some populations are more susceptible

than others. A study from 1980 included 89,538

American nurses who were questioned about their

alcohol consumption. A follow-up showed that women

who consumed 5�14 g alcohol daily (about 3�9 drinks

per week) had an age-adjusted relative risk of BC at 1.3

[95% confidence interval (CI), 1.1�1.7], whereas con-

sumption of 15 g alcohol or more per day was associated

with a relative risk of 1.6 (95% CI, 1.3�2.0), and there was

evidence of a highly significant increase in risk with

further increase in alcohol consumption (57). A Mexican

study concluded that there is an increased risk of BC with

increasing intake of alcohol (58), whereas no association

between alcohol and BC risk was found for Japanese

(59). To date, no studies about alcohol and BC risk in

the Arctic have been reported. Judging from the fact

that Inuit descend from the same tribe as Asians and

Mongolians, one can be tempted to hypothesise that

alcohol might not be a BC risk factor among Inuit.

Another factor that seems to influence BC risk in

relation to alcohol consumption is the type of BC

developed. Results suggest that alcohol use may be

more strongly associated with risk of hormone-sensitive

BCs than hormone-insensitive subtypes (60). Alcohol

consumption seems not to increase the BC risk in women

carrying a BRCA gene mutation (61). Compared to non-

drinkers, exclusive consumption of wine was reported

associated with a significant reduction in the risk of

BC among BRCA1 carriers (61). The protective effect

has been attributed to polyphenols, and particularly to

resveratrol, an antioxidant found in red wine.

Generally, it is difficult to make any conclusions on the

association between alcohol use and BC risk. The alcohol

consumption in Greenland was known to be high in the

past (1960�1990), but actually it has been markedly

decreasing over the last decades (7,9) (Fig. 5), and is
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presently at the same level as in Denmark per citizen (62).

The consumption is decreasing for the population as a

whole, but actually statistics point out that the decreas-

ing consumption is most evident for men compared to

women (7). The current BC incidence may reflect the

former high intakes of alcohol, and it can be speculated

whether the actual trend will be reflected in the BC

incidence of the future.

Ad 5: smoking
Tobacco smoke contains carcinogens, which may increase

the risk of BC. Conversely, cigarette smoking also has

anti-oestrogenic effects (63), which hypothetically may

reduce the risk of BC. The association between smoking

and BC remains controversial.

Results of epidemiological studies, investigating the

association between smoking and BC, have been con-

flicting. Of 19 case�control and cohort studies reviewed

in 1993, a weak positive association was observed in 7, 11

showed no relation and 1 reported a reduced risk. Results

of recent studies are also inconclusive; some indicating

no association, and some suggesting a positive relation

or a protective effect. Competing carcinogenic and anti-

oestrogenic effects of smoking on risk of BC could

account for these discrepancies (64).

Many studies have shown that BC risk increases upon

exposure to radiation and other carcinogens between

10 years and 16 years of age (65). In nulliparous women,

BC risk was strongly related to smoking intensity and

duration. Although numbers were few, premenopausal

women who started to smoke after a first full-term

pregnancy did not have an increased risk of BC, a result

consistent with the reduced susceptibility of breast tissue

to chemical carcinogens documented in animals after a

first full-term pregnancy (66). Another recent study also

concluded that active smoking, especially smoking before

the first birth, may be associated with a modest increase

in the risk of BC (67).

Polycyclicaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are ubiqui-

tous in the environment and also occur in cigarette

smoke. PAHs are metabolised via enzymes coded by

the cytochrome P450 (e.g. CYP1A1) gene, which con-

tributes to aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase (AHH) activity.

Genotypic variants of CYP1A1 have been associated with

increased AHH activity. Several studies suggest that

women with the variant genotype(s) are at increased

risk for BC (35). Another study also concludes that

cigarette smoking early in life is a modifiable cause of BC

in a subpopulation of genetically susceptible women with

respect to CYP1A1, but that the proportion of BCs

attributable to cigarette smoking at a young age among

Caucasian women with the variant form of the poly-

morphisms is low (68).

In summary, the risk of BC and smoking might be

influenced by the genetic background and depends on the

time of exposure. As for alcohol, the consumption of

cigarettes in Greenland has been decreasing over the last

decades, being 4.3 cigarettes per capita per day in 2008

(Fig. 5) (7,9), and the statistics indicate that Greenlandic

women smoke less than Greenlandic men. In Denmark,

the number of cigarettes per capita per day was 4.1 in

2008 (62).

Ad 6: pregnancy and births
The number of births and the mother’s age at the first and

second birth also seems to be important for the risk of BC

development (69). Early full-term pregnancy affords

lifetime protection against the development of BC. This

phenomenon can be mimicked in rat and mouse models

of mammary cancer in which the hormones oestrogen

and progesterone are given for 21 days. Carcinogen-

induced proliferation is blocked as a consequence of

hormone pretreatment (70). P53 is a tumour suppressor

gene that is involved in the regulation of the cell cycle in

humans and therefore it is a factor in cancer prevention.

Both immune histochemical and Western blot studies

indicate that p53 protein expression is increased in

hormone-pretreated mice and rats (70), indicating that

pregnancy (or the simulation thereof) might protect

against BC.

It is concluded that BC diagnosed within 5 years of

childbirth should be regarded as a negative prognostic

factor, particularly if pregnancies have been multiple (71).

Another study also observed a short-term increase in the

risk of BC after a full-term pregnancy (with a maximum

3�4 years after delivery) followed by a long-lasting

decrease in risk (72). The most commonly postulated

biological process for the dual effect of pregnancy on BC

risk suggests that the hormonal milieu during pregnancy

increases cell proliferation, including the proliferation of

the already-initiated cells, yet at the same time inducing

terminal differentiation of the mammary gland, rendering

it less susceptible to the carcinogen stimuli (73).

Pregnancy among Inuit women occur earlier in life

than it does in Western countries. In 2004, the median age

for the birth of the first child was reported as 19 years for

Canadian Inuit women compared to 26 years for women

nationally (74). According to a report published in 2003,

the average age of the Greenlandic mothers of the

firstborn child was 24.7 years and the total fertility rate

(TFR) among Greenlandic women was 2.36 (9). In

overall, the fertility in Greenland has not changed during

1977�2012, but women in the outer districts (village) give,

in general, birth to more children compared to women in

towns (9). In Denmark, the average age was 29.1 years in

2009 (62), and the TFR among Danish women was 1.84

in 2009, being higher than in many other European

countries. Thus, the TFR is still higher for Greenlandic

women, whereas the age for the birth of the first born

child is increasing and approaching the age of the Danish
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women, indicating that these factors might be contribut-

ing to the increase in BC incidence.

Ad 7: breastfeeding
Long-standing lactation is associated with a lower BC

risk (75). A theory is that lactation protects against BC,

because it means fewer menstrual cycles. A study con-

cludes that changes in lactation practices rather than in

age at first pregnancy, multiparity or fat consumption can

explain the changes in the frequency of BC in various

Inuit populations (76), but more studies are needed to

draw any conclusions. In the beginning of the twentieth

century, extended periods of breastfeeding continuing

through the childbearing years were common in Inuit, but

decreased throughout the present century (Fig. 6) (10).

Studies have shown that the association between

lactation and premenopausal BC is modified by the

family history of BC. Among premenopausal women

who had ever breastfed and had a first-degree relative

with BC, the covariate-adjusted Hazard Ratio (HR) was

0.41 (95% CI, 0.22�0.75) compared with premenopausal

women who had never breastfed, whereas no association

was observed among women without a family history of

BC (77).

It is known that one of the major routes for elimination

of hydrophobic and lipophilic substances including

POPs is through breast milk. With decreasing trends in

breastfeeding in the Arctic it could be hypothesised that a

lower level of POP elimination via breastfeeding causes

a relative higher body burden of POPs, and thereby

increases the BC risk and thus incidence. However,

further studies are needed to elucidate this hypothesis.

Ad 8: birth weight
Several studies have observed an increased risk of BC

related to a high birth weight. Women with their own

birth weight �4,000 g or 8.5 lb have a higher risk

of developing BC compared with birth weights below

2,500 g or 3,000 g [odds ratio (OR)�1.20; 95% CI 1.08,

1.34]. The findings are consistent with a weight-response

effect. The summary effect estimated for BC risk per 1 kg

increase in birth weight was statistically significant (78).

The explanation for this phenomenon is difficult. Higher

birth weight has been shown to predict an increased

risk of overweight in 6- to 7-year-old girls, and because

obesity is a strong predictor of development of the breast

it is important to assess peripubertal obesity in girls (79).

It is known that the relation between BMI values and age

at menarche is inverse (80), meaning that higher BMI

results in puberty at a younger age. However, suggestions

have been made that a positive association between birth

weight and adult BC is not likely to be mediated by early

age at menarche, but possibly by increased body height in

adolescence (81). A Mexican study supports this point of

view by concluding that there is no correlation between

early menarche (unset before 12 years) and the risk of BC

(82). Another study concludes that height is an indepen-

dent risk factor for postmenopausal BC, but that the

relation is less clear in premenopausal women (83).

In summary, reported data support that birth weight

and height can influence the risk of BC. The average birth

weight among Greenlandic children in 2002 was 3,466 g

for live born (9) and 3,514 g for Danish live born

singletons in 2009 (62). These numbers have been stable

during the last decade (9,62).

Ad 9: vitamin D
The association between BC and vitamin D has been

widely studied over the past decades. Although individual

studies are not entirely consistent, recent meta-analyses

of all relevant, published epidemiological data support

the concept that optimal vitamin D status has a pro-

tective effect against development of BC (84). Extensive

laboratory data indicate that vitamin D acts directly

in mammary tissue to suppress tumourigenesis (85),

although it has been shown that there is no association

between mammographic density and intake of vitamin D

(86). The normal value range for vitamin D can vary

slightly among different laboratories, but the common

perception is that levels above 75 nmol/L are pre-

ferential (87). Vitamin D insufficiency is defined as 25-

hydroksyvitamin D B50 nmol/L, vitamin D deficiency as

a 25-hydroksyvitamin DB25 nmol/L, and severe vitamin

D deficiency as a 25-hydroksyvitamin D B12.5 nmol/L.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of Inupiat* children breastfed according to

their current age**, 2001. Adapted from (10).

*The people of Alaska’s Northwest Arctic and North Slope

boroughs and the Bering Straits region.

**Age 20� correspond approximately to birth year 1980, age

10�19 correspond to birth year 1980�1990, and age 0�9

correspond to birth year 1990�2000.
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In northern Norway, Tromsoe, levels of vitamin D are

found to vary between winter (52.4 nmol/L and 49.3

nmol/L in 1994 and 2008, respectively) and summer (60.6

nmol/L and 65.2 nmol/L in 1994 and 2008, respectively)

(88), and for this reason it has been speculated whether

the levels are high enough to protect against BC (89).

Knowing that Tromsoe is located north of the northern

polar circle, this fact is perhaps valid for all regions in the

Arctic. However, the data from North Norway do not

take into consideration the higher intake of cod oil and

thus higher intake of vitamin A that can compete with

vitamin D (89); adjustment for cod liver intake and then

a possible competition between vitamin D and vitamin

A is needed for clarification. A study on 282 Inuit

children from Nunavut found that 78.6% had low

vitamin D status even at the end of summer (median,

48.3 (32.8�71.3) nmol/L), when plasma 25(OH)D con-

centrations should be at their highest compared to winter

(median, 37.7 (21.4�52.0) nmol/L) (90).

As earlier mentioned the Inuit have reduced their

consumption of traditional foods rich in vitamin D.

Furthermore, infrequent use of vitamin D supplements,

darker skin, higher obesity rates and northern latitude

are risk factors predisposing Arctic Indigenous peoples

to vitamin D deficiency or insufficiency. At northern

latitudes, ineffective synthesis of vitamin D lasts from

October through March (90). Moreover, the annual

average air temperature in the Arctic is only around

18C, and the population wears clothing that covers most

of the body all year round, only leaving the skin of the

face free to produce vitamin D. To our knowledge there is

no report on whether there is any relation between

vitamin D and the BC risk in the Arctic.

Ad 10: environmental contaminants
Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) are organic com-

pounds that are resistant to environmental and metabolic

degradation, including chemical, biological and photo-

lytic processes. Most POPs are currently or were in the

past used in industrial processes or as pesticides. The

POPs can be divided into legacy POPs and perfluorinated

compounds (PFCs).

The lipophilic legacy POPs including PCBs, dioxins,

furans and hexachlorobenzenes and organochlorine pes-

ticides were globally banned in the 1970s�1980s (91).

In 2001, it was discovered that the more hydrophilic

POP group, the PFCs used in different industrial ap-

plications were accumulating in the environment, animals

and human tissues with a global distribution. PFCs are

a large group of chemicals used since the 1950s in, for

example, fire-fighting foams, cleaners, lubricants, textile,

carpets, furniture, shoes, food wrapping and various

coatings (92).

The PFCs can further be subdivided into the per-

fluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs) including the perfluorocar-

boxylated acids (PFCAs) and perfluorosulfonated acids

(PFSAs), and the PFAAs include the two most studied

PFCs: the perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and per-

fluorooctanoic acid (PFOA).

Heavy metals and POPs are biomagnified in the Arctic

food chain and have attracted substantial attention in

recent decades. The biomagnification up the marine food

chain results in high exposure of the Inuit and is con-

sistent with the high intake of marine mammals in this

population. There is variation in the POP levels measured

in the different Inuit populations, but the concentrations

are all above their respective non-Inuit national popula-

tions. Serum levels of legacy POPs and heavy metals are

especially high in Greenlandic Inuit (91). A sleight but

significant decline for most legacy POPs is found in blood

over the last decade (1998�2006) within three Arctic

regions studied. But still the Inuit continue to have the

highest levels of almost all POPs and heavy metals among

the ethnic groups studied (91,93).

Recently, we reported that serum PFAA levels are

higher in Nuuk Inuit than in non-Nuuk Inuit, suggesting

that urban populations are more exposed and that

sources other than seafood intake might contribute to

the observed higher PFAA levels (94). Within the same

district, higher PFAA levels were observed for males, and

(as for the lipophilic legacy POPs) an age-dependent

increasing trend of serum PFAA levels in the period

1998�2005 was observed for Nuuk Inuit (94). The levels

found in Greenlandic Inuit were similar to the levels

observed in Inuit of the Arctic Canada (94).

Whether these contaminants affect cancer develop-

ment in Inuit is still speculative. However, legacy POPs

have immune and hormone disruptive potentials (91),

and studies suggest that also PFCs can interfere with the

function of immune system and endogenous hormones

(95�97).

In a recent study on Greenlandic Inuit, we found that

BC cases have a significant higher serum level of PFCs in

all quartiles and also PCBs in the highest quartile, and

the adjusted ORs indicated a significant risk for BC in

relation to the level of serum PFOS and sumPFSA and

total sum of legacy POP plus PFCs (32). Thus, future

studies must further elucidate whether there is a link

between the exposure to legacy POPs and PFC, and risk

of BC in the Arctic may be because of an interaction

between decreased immune defence and chemically

induced carcinogenesis.

Studies also point to an association between PCBs and

BC in conjunction with certain genetic polymorphisms

involved in carcinogen activation (35,34) (see ad 2).

Although POPs and heavy metals are shown to have

mutagenic and carcinogenic potential in an abundance of

experimental and observational studies, a review from

2003 concludes that the weight of evidence does not

support a causal association for PCBs and human cancer
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(98). However, this statement is based on a meta-analyses

not taking into consideration the exact exposure levels

and profiles, different geographical locations and ethnic

groups and neither the hypothesised increase in suscep-

tibility to development of BC for the interaction between

certain genetic polymorphisms and POP exposure.

Several recent studies in Arctic Canada confirm and

support the relationship between contaminant exposure

and depressed immunity (97). These effects on the im-

mune system might contribute to an increased risk of BC.

Whether there is an interacting effect of POPs via diet,

outdoor and indoor air pollution and soil and drinking

water contamination on the increasing incidences of

BC in Inuit is difficult to assess, because synchronous

changes in lifestyle factors such as diet, smoking, alcohol

and the fertility pattern might also play an important role

in BC risk.

Mammary gland development and exposure to
environmental contaminants
The human tissue begins its ductal development early in

gestation, about embryonic week 12�14 (99).

There are three phases of mammary gland growth that

are suggested to be critical. These phases cover the times

during which paramount developmental events occur.

Phase 1, the prenatal development of the mammary

epithelial sprout; phase 2, the peripubertal period, when

mammary growth is exponential in nature. Several studies

have determined that unique, highly proliferative, termi-

nal end buds (TEBs) structures are sensitive to chemical

carcinogens in rodent models, and in fact, TEB presence

at the time of carcinogen exposure is positively associated

with tumour multiplicity (the number of tumours per

tumour-bearing animal); phase 3, the gland undergoes a

third critical period of development during pregnancy

(99). Full differentiation of the breast takes place after

the first full-term pregnancy, at which time suscepti-

bility to tumour induction is greatly reduced (64). Studies

that focus solely on exposure of mature animals or

adult women trying to evaluate exposures once the

disease or adverse health outcome has occurred may be

missing important details on developmental effects of the

exposure.

High mammogram density is known to be a risk factor

for BC. A breast is said to be dense if it consists mostly

of ductal tissue (the glandular tissue) rather than fatty

tissue. A breast consisting of more fat is less likely to

becoming cancerous, because it is generally considered

that the mature fat cell is unable to proliferate. Women

with very dense breasts, as seen on a mammogram, are

four to five times more likely to develop BC than women

with low breast density (100). A study concluded that

Alaskan Inuit women had higher mammogram density

than Aleuts or Indians (101), suggesting that this race

might be more susceptible to develop BC.

The time of exposure is critical for the dioxin effect

on BC risk. In animal studies, it was shown that both

gestational and postnatal exposure to dioxins can cause

an impairment of TEB development and delay both their

formation and differentiation (99), meaning that upon

dioxin exposure the undeveloped TEBs are there for a

longer period of time, and thus the TEBs constitute an

increased number of targets for carcinogen action. This

fact might explain the increased mammary tumours after

carcinogen exposure to dioxin early in life. Interestingly,

the stromal portion of the mammary gland is not

only important for dioxin-induced developmental events

(102), but mouse mammary fibroblasts lacking dioxin

receptor demonstrate reduced tumourigenicity (nearly

four times less than control) in a mouse xenograft model

(103). These findings suggest that the dioxin receptor

signalling pathway is involved in an angiogenic or ex-

tracellular matrix-mediated response needed for tumour

formation. Although it should be said that dioxin is

shown to be anti-oestrogenic and thereby possibly pro-

tective against BC by exposure in adult life (104).

Epigenetic changes in utero can also predetermine the

susceptibility to BC through alterations of the hormonal

environment caused by either maternal diet and/or ex-

posure to environmental chemicals with endocrine activ-

ities that can modify the epigenome. These epigenetic

modifications, inherited by somatic daughter cells, lead to

changes in mammary gland development and increase the

vulnerability for malignant transformation (105), sug-

gesting that a breast tumour develops over many decades.

Therefore, one could be tempted to hypothesise that the

increase in BC observed today might be influenced by

the emission of and exposure to these substances in the

1950s.

In all, we cannot ignore the environmental contami-

nants and their possible effect on BC development.

Several different contaminants are suspected to influence

BC risk. Knowing that Inuit have very high levels of

almost all POPs, the rise in BC incidence in the Arctic

might be explained by the fact in interplay with transi-

tions in lifestyle. However, more studies are needed for

further conclusions.

Discussion
A number of known risk factors for BC have changed

in the Arctic community for the last generations. In

Greenland, the menarche age is now 3 years lower

compared to 100 years ago. Obesity especially among

women is increasing, and the level of physical activity is

lower than in previous decades. The number of children

per women as well as the duration of breastfeeding is

slightly decreasing. Intake of sFA is increasing and the

intake of traditional food rich in uFA is decreasing. These

trends could contribute to the increase in the risk of BC.

Smoking and alcohol consumption has been high but are
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nowadays decreasing in the Arctic, which should mean a

decrease in the BC risk. Genetic susceptibility to BC

might be of great importance in the Arctic and need

further investigation including the Greenlandic Inuit

population carrying a specific BRCA1 founder mutation.

However, known established risk factors alone cannot

account for the increasing BC trends observed. Low

parity, late age at first birth and obesity are risk factors

that are also associated to two other hormone-associated

cancers, corpus uteri and ovarian cancers. Incidence rates

of these two cancers among the Inuit have not increased

in parallel with BC rates indicating that factors other

than those associated with reproductive history may be

important for the increasing incidence in BC.

Studies suggest that environmental contaminants such

as POPs and PFCs can increase the risk of BC.

A better understanding of the sources of environ-

mental exposures known to affect breast development

and cancer risk was obtained during the last century.

However, further research are needed to evaluate and

understand the interplay between lifestyle changes, en-

vironmental exposures and genetic susceptibility.

Balancing the risks and benefits of the traditional diet

of the Arctic populations is very difficult and called ‘‘The

Arctic Dilemma’’ (97). The nutritional benefits of tradi-

tional food and its contribution to the total diet are

substantial. The traditional food of Inuit contributes

significantly more protein, iron, selenium and zinc to the

diet of the consumers than the western food. The social,

cultural, spiritual, nutritional and economic benefits of

the traditional food must be considered in concert with

the risks of exposure to environmental contaminants.

Consequently, the chemical contamination of traditional

food raises problems that go beyond the usual concerns

of public health and might not be solved alone by risk-

based health advisories or food substitutions.

We suggest that initiatives to prevent must be taken

such as guidance of pregnant and lactating women and

peripubertal adolescent by informing about the potential

sources of POP exposure by recommending higher intake

of teresstic animals and non-fatty marine diet including

young animals with lower content of POPs. This must be

done by general practitioners, paediatricians, obstetri-

cians, lactation consultants or midwives. A substantial

learning curve lies ahead to accomplish this goal;

however, it is imperative that exposure during critical

periods of development and growth of the mammary

gland (as well as other reproductive tissues) must be

limited.

Conclusion
The risk factors behind the increasing incidence in BC

all over the world are multiple and the mechanisms

still far from understandable. By studying the increased

BC incidence in the Arctic population through their

transition in lifestyle and exposure to various en-

vironmental contaminants we might come closer to an

understanding.

The transition in health conditions and lifestyle in the

Arctic has happened over a relatively short period of

time, which makes the Inuit population unique to study.

No longer than 50 years ago, a great proportion of this

population lived in huts of turf, ate the food of the wild

nature and had a high level of physical activity every day.

Today, most of the Inuit live lives similar to that of

Western populations. Together, the lifestyle changes and

exposure to environmental chemicals might contribute to

the increasing trend in BC incidence in the Arctic.
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